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Why Did this Happen to Me?
Diagnosing Storage Failures

Although not directly responsible for
failures in application programs, storage

administrators are often called upon when
failures occur, especially if there is a suspi-
cion that the error is storage-related.
Because the error messages in OS/390
systems are often cryptic and hard to
understand, especially for application
programmers, the storage administrator is
often the one who must interpret the error,
find the cause and provide a fix.

One of most common types of error is the
inability to obtain required space (primary
or secondary). This usually results in a JCL
error if the primary space cannot be
obtained and an “x37” type of error (B37,
D37, or E37 abend) if secondary space is
unavailable. While these abends are generally
recognized as meaning that the job could
not obtain enough disk space to continue,
the obvious response — increasing the
amount of space requested — is not always
the proper solution. In fact, increasing the
amount of space requested may make the
situation worse rather than better. Although
these errors are sometimes due to incorrectly
coded JCL, the more common reason is
probably the mix of jobs running in the system
at the time. During end-of-month cycles,
for example, other jobs may be taking the
space that would normally have been
available to the failing job. A large job that
runs outside of its usual execution time can
produce a similar result. A job that requests
much more space than it will actually use
may not only run short of space itself, but
may cause failures when the space it holds
is unavailable for other jobs. Thus, failures
often arise due to the conflict between the
static nature of JCL (once written, JCL is
seldom changed) and the dynamic nature of
DASD space availability. Extent limitations
within OS/390 can aggravate this problem,

since for most datasets, requests for primary
or secondary space must be obtained within
five extents (an extent being a contiguous
area of space on disk) or the job will fail. If
there are many volumes on which the
available space is badly fragmented, then
the likelihood of such out-of-space errors
increases. TSO volumes are particularly
prone to fragmentation problems, since
large numbers of datasets, most of which
are quite small, are constantly being created
and deleted. Free space fragmentation can
be a problem even for the now commonly
used array DASD and the log-structured
file architecture of the IBM RVA and
StorageTek SVA. These devices often have
extremely large capacities (up to 11 terabytes
in the case of the IBM 2105 Shark), and for
the RVA/SVA, do not actually reserve any
space for tracks that are allocated but
unused. None of this makes any difference
to OS/390, however, which views these
devices simply as a collection of 3390
volumes. If an extent limit (such as the 16
extents per-volume limit for ordinary
datasets or 123 extents per-volume limit for
extended-format datasets) is reached on the
“virtual” volume it is apparent to OS/390
the job will fail regardless of how much
space may actually be available on the
back-end storage of the real device.

THE AUTOMATION ALTERNATIVE

While some installations aggressively
monitor JCL and job flow to prevent such
out-of-space errors, this is expensive in
terms of human resources. The more common
approach is to resort to automation. High-
use thresholds are established for each SMS
storage group in order to leave some percent-
age of space unused in the storage group to
accommodate unusual space needs, or

some volumes or storage groups are placed
in “quiesced” status, so that datasets are
only allocated to those volumes or storage
groups when the high-threshold is
exceeded. Many installations run DFSMSdss
DEFRAG or Innovation Data Processing’s
COMPAKTOR to consolidate extents (both
free space extents and extents within
datasets) and reduce fragmentation. While
this is usually scheduled for off-hours,
these programs have improved in recent
years to the point where it is possible to
defragment in-use volumes without too
much impact to production, if the need for
space is critical. Current releases of
DFSMS allow the use of data classes that
relax the five-extent limit when needed can
be assigned to SMS-managed datasets,
though this may increase fragmentation
somewhat. Other vendor products such as
SRS from DTS Software and Resolve from
BMC Software are used as a safety net to
intercept out-of-space errors that can still
occur despite all of these efforts. 

A shortage of SORTWK is a special case,
for sufficient DASD storage must be
available to hold anywhere from 1.3 to 1.5
times the size of the input file. When sorting,
the entire input file must be held on
SORTWK at some point, because it is
possible that the very last record in could
be the first out. If SORTWK cannot be
obtained, message WER061A (SyncSort)
or ICE061A (DFSORT) – SORT CAPACITY
EXCEEDED, is the result. Unfortunately,
this message only occurs after all the available
SORTWK space has been filled, which
means the sort may have already run for
quite some time. If insufficient SORTWK
is available, the only alternative is to break
the input file into smaller pieces, sort
these pieces individually using the avail-
able SORTWK space, and then merge the
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previously sorted intermediate files. For
SyncSort users, this otherwise rather
complex process can be automated with the
MAXSORT feature. If the problem is not a
really a shortage or SORTWK space, but
rather a scheduling problem (that is,
SORTWK space is not available right now,
but might be in a few moments when other
jobs release it), then the SyncSort DYNAL-
LOC installation option can set up to wait
for a short period of time and retry the
request for SORTWK. 

VSAM ERRORS

Storage-related errors that occurs when
creating or extending VSAM datasets are
among the most cryptic in MVS, usually
consisting of just a return code and a reason
code. One of the most common of these
messages is IDC3009I, issued when a catalog
function fails. Although IDC3009I includes
literally hundreds of possible return and
reason codes, a few are seen much more
commonly than others. Return code 68, for
example, indicates an error in DADSM (the
Direct Access Device Space Manager), with

reason code 20 (insufficient disk space)
being the most common error. Other
DADSM errors, such as security failures
(reason code 172) can also occur under return
code 68. The DASDM error codes, as well as
many others, are documented in a licensed
manual, the DFSMSdfp Diagnosis Reference
(LY27-9606). Another common error that
might be found during disaster recovery
testing, where a large number of dataset or
volume restores have been performed, is
IDC3009I with return code 50 and reason
code 6, meaning that either the VVDS is
missing from the volume or a VVR or NVR
record could not be found in the VVDS.

WHERE TO LOOK FOR
INFORMATION

Boswell noted in his “Life of Johnson”
that “Knowledge is of two kinds. We know
a subject ourselves, or we know where we
can find information upon it.” For the
storage administrator, knowing where to
find information about an error is a critical
skill, given the wide range of possible ways
in which a system can fail. If a product such

as Chicago-Soft’s QuickRef is not available,
then the MVS System Messages books can
be searched via BookManager for a message
id and a return code, although this is
somewhat tedious. Another “quick” way of
identifying the meaning of an error message
is to look at the appropriate macro in
SYS1.MACLIB or SYS1.MODGEN. The
IEFSSSA macro, for example, is used for
many SMS-related functions and contains
return codes and descriptions for many of
them. Whatever the source, the ability to
diagnose and describe an error is essential
to one of the most important tasks of the
storage administrator — correcting the error
and preventing its reoccurrence.
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